Of recent times it lias been said, and said not unreasonably, that medical literature is not what it was in the last generation, and that it is, in fact, deteriorating from year to year. By this is not meant that there is less good work done in the profession,? for more is done in the way of successful special work than at any previous period of our history,?but rather that our work is fragmentary, and has not that unity of conception, that maturity, and that contemplative quality which is required to make a literature.
Papers published here and there in the periodical press, however effective or remarkable they may be from any special point of view, are not literature; nor do such essays, when collected by their authors, make up into volumes claiming any serious literary judgment, unless, as rarely happens, they fall into a natural group, and show something more in their treatment than scientific ability or accuracy.
To inquire how this is?how it is that modern work is not literary, while much of that of our fathers can claim this distinction?would lead us farther than we are at liberty to wander; but we may shortly point out two or three qualities which are notes of literary excellence, and which are present more often in tlie works of our fathers than in our own.
Maturity is one of these, a ripeness which tells plainly that the work is not forced, but has grown leisurely with the seasons well proportioned in its parts, and sound in its construction! 
